
What are the Best Methods for Teaching 
STEM Concepts in Environmental 

Education to Students with High
Spectrum ASD and ADHD?



What is Autism Spectrum Disorder 
(ASD)?

• Spectrum Disorder: Different people with 
autism have different symptoms.

• Communication – lack of speech & 
anticipation

• Socio-emotional-behavioral control
• Restricted interests
• Repetitive behaviors
• Asperger Syndrome & HFA vs. LFA



What is Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)?

• One of the most common childhood 
disorders

• Difficulty staying focused and paying 
attention, difficulty controlling behavior

• Predominantly hyperactive-impulsive
• Predominantly inattentive
• Combined hyperactive-impulsive and 

inattentive



What is DI?
Direct Instruction was first introduced by Sigfried
Engelmann in 1968
1. Motivate students by building background 

knowledge.
2. Explain the skill that students are expected 

to learn
3. Model that skill
4. Guide students in practicing that skill
Specific set of instruction materials, specific 
teacher training differs by level, students placed 
by skill not grade level = complicated to 
administer



What is EI?
Opening of the 
lesson

Gain students' attention. Review: Review 
critical skills.

Preview: State the 
goal of the lesson.

Body of the lesson Skill or strategy Vocabulary of concept Academic rule
I do it. Modeling: Show and 

tell. Involve students
• Introduce the word.
• Introduce meaning 
• Illustrate with 

examples and
non-examples

We do it. Prompted or guided 
practice:

Analyzing examples and 
non-examples, using the 
critical attributes.

You do it. Unprompted practice: 
Review: Review critical 
content.

Check students‘
understanding.

Check students 
understanding, 
using examples

Closing of the 
lesson

Preview: Preview the 
content of the next 
lesson.

Assign
independent 
homework



Example of EI Lesson






Original Lesson



Nocturnal Animals



Nocturnal

What does it mean?

– active at night

Diurnal – active during the day

Crepuscular – active at dawn and dusk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Too many different concepts being presented in one lesson:Nocturnal – active at nightDiurnal – active during the dayCrepuscular – active at dawn and dusk



Can you name any nocturnal 
animals?

Hedgehog Barn owl Greater horseshoe bat

Red fox Badger Rabbit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Too many different animals 26 vs 17 in my redesign.

http://cdn1.arkive.org/media/62/624ED950-123E-4619-8E89-02860ECCB399/Presentation.Large/Hedgehog-in-grass.jpg
http://cdn1.arkive.org/media/62/624ED950-123E-4619-8E89-02860ECCB399/Presentation.Large/Hedgehog-in-grass.jpg
http://cdn1.arkive.org/media/70/70A2D866-67AE-4CA7-B3AA-4C73EEBDD6A0/Presentation.Large/Barn-owl.jpg
http://cdn1.arkive.org/media/70/70A2D866-67AE-4CA7-B3AA-4C73EEBDD6A0/Presentation.Large/Barn-owl.jpg
http://cdn2.arkive.org/media/8C/8C3BD624-C4C9-44D3-8354-9ED544C92541/Presentation.Large/Red-fox.jpg
http://cdn2.arkive.org/media/8C/8C3BD624-C4C9-44D3-8354-9ED544C92541/Presentation.Large/Red-fox.jpg
http://cdn1.arkive.org/media/0E/0EEE52CF-4BB2-4236-9D27-7FBB842EC6EC/Presentation.Large/Badger-in-grass.jpg
http://cdn1.arkive.org/media/0E/0EEE52CF-4BB2-4236-9D27-7FBB842EC6EC/Presentation.Large/Badger-in-grass.jpg


Senses

What senses do we have?

Sight

Hearing

Smell

Taste

Touch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keeping this good tie in to previous lesson.Nocturnal animals are able to use all their senses to find their way around in the dark.We have five senses – ask the class what they are (use the images to help).Sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch Ask the class if they know which sense we use/rely upon the most? (Sight)Explain that you are now going to go through each of the senses with them and see which nocturnal animals use them. Starting with sight.



Sight

Philippine tarsier

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not enough visual reinforcers of sight adaptions



Hearing

Bat-eared foxBarn owl

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not enough reinforcers of hearing adaptations



Smell / Taste

Great spotted kiwi

Santa Catalina Island rattlesnake

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay



Touch

Rabbit

Star-nosed mole

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not enough reinforcers of  touch adaptations



Some weird ones…

Greater horseshoe bat
Uses echolocation to find its way round 
inside caves and to find food

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not focused enough in integrating vocabulary words – missing from title



Some weird ones…

Mexican tetra (blind cave fish)
Uses a lateral line system (like a force 
field) to find its way round its caves 
without bumping into things!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not focused enough in integrating vocabulary words – missing from title‘lateral line system’ (which is like a force field) and means they can navigate and find food without bumping into the edges of the cave.



Some weird ones…

Aye- aye
Only found in forests on Madagascar

Uses elongated middle finger to find 
grubs to eat

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not focused enough in integrating vocabulary words – missing from title



- Working in small groups you will each be given a 
numbered bag

- Without looking, put your hand inside and see 
what you can feel

- What does it feel like?

- Describe what you can feel

- Can you guess what it is?

Activity 1 - Feely Bags

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using common household items Suggested objects – sponge, key, clothes peg, tin foil, golf ball, shuttlecock, tennis ball, bubble wrap, small cuddly toy, pine cone, paintbrush, shell, zipper does not reinforce the animals being studied.



Activity 1 - Feely Bags

rough

smooth

round

soft

hard

spiky

SHAPE TEXTURE

heavy

WEIGHT

fluffy

squashy

rubbery

squaretriangular

uneven

bendy

solid

light

circular

bumpy

lumpy

cold

pricklyelastic

featheryfirm

fragile

furryleathery

spongy

thick small

big

velvety woolly

thin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Too many different words in one lesson



- We will play a number of different animal sounds

- You have to match the sound to one of the 
animals on your sheet

- Write the number of the sound next to the 
picture of the animal you think it matches

Activity 2 – Name that sound

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Used too many different animals including non-nocturnal animals is too broad to reinforce explicit instruction.



What can you remember about 
nocturnal animals?

Can you name some examples of 
nocturnal animals?

Summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Round up the lesson,what the students can remember and explain to you about the session.what keywords can they remember? Key words were not covered explicitly on slides and via oral practice.



EI Redesign

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall, the original “Nocturnal Animal” lesson was very strong because it engaged learning through multiple senses. The weakness in the original lesson for ASD and ADHD leaners were in the breadth of information covered, number of animals introduced, lack of scaffolding on previous knowledge and lack of insuring that material was learned by all before moving on.The redesigned lesson addresses the principals of EI and many of the CATEA research findings for ways to teach students with ASD and ADHD. The specific design of the EI lesson plan has the following benefits for our target learners.



Nocturnal Animals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce the session - today we are going to look at nocturnal animals.Play an animal sound and ask to guessOpening the lesson: Gaining students’ attention, reviewing learning & setting expectationsSetting the expectation in each lesson that all students will need to settle down and concentrate incorporates CATEA’s recommendation for “distraction-free environments”. Reviewing critical information from the previous lesson and specifically addressing the goals for the day’s lesson meets CATEA’s criteria of “Discussions and directions for completing research techniques.” Using a PPT slide to review prior learning while connecting it to the day’s lesson and learning expectations provide CATEA’s recommendation of using “Graphic organizers with which to visualize connections and relationships.”



Senses

What senses do we have?

Sight

Hearing

Smell

Taste

Touch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Opening of the lessonGain students' attention: Show students the first PPT slide and play one of the nocturnal animal sounds. Ask if they recognize any of the animals or sounds.Review: For today’s lesson you will need to use 3 of your 5 senses. We discussed our 5 senses yesterday. Let’s all say them out loud together as I point to my body. The only sense we will not use today is taste. What sense do humans rely on most strongly? Yes, it is the sense of sight.Preview: We learned about how we use our 5 senses, now we can learn about how some animals use their senses in different ways and more or less than we do.Nocturnal animals are able to use all their senses to find their way around in the dark.We have five senses – ask the class what they are (use the images to help).Sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch Ask the class if they know which sense we use/rely upon the most? (Sight)Explain that you are now going to go through each of the senses with them and see which nocturnal animals use them. Starting with sight.



• Nocturnal – active at night.

• Echolocation – using sound to “see”

• Elongated – Longer than tall.

• Lateral – horizontal lines 

• Aye-Aye - the world’s largest nocturnal primate lives in forests of Madagascar.

• Bandicoot - pointy-nosed marsupial from Australia and New Guinea.

• Great Spotted Kiwi – a flightless bird from New Zealand.

• Jerboa - small, long-tailed rodent jumps long distances with long hind legs.

• Okapi - giraffe-like mammal found in rainforests of central Africa

• Philippine Tarsier – tiny nocturnal primate that lives in forests.

What does it mean?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Body of the lesson: Vocabulary review The first words in the vocabulary review are critical words that have a high probability of being used in future lessons and in life. The remaining words are lesson specific words that students probably would not already know. CATEA recommends vocabulary lists since they connect with Grandin’s third type of autistic brain: “verbal lists and translator brains.”24 Using EI techniques that involve the entire class in fast-paced back and forth interaction keeps the class focused on the present task. Traditional methods of asking students to write down the words or definitions on their own could lead to distractions if one student finishes before others, becomes bored and has time to act out.



Sight

Philippine Tarsier

Leaf Tailed Gecko Colossal Squid

Great Horned Owl

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I do it: Modeling For the EI version of the lesson, the number of animals used to teach the lesson were reduced from 26 to17. Instead of briefly discussing diurnal and crepuscular animals when the name of the lesson is “Nocturnal Animals,” diurnal animals will be discussed in the next lesson to scaffold the difference between daytime hunters on previous learning about nighttime hunters. Instead of introducing a random sensory exercise that focus on local household items such as a sponge, key, clothes peg, tin foil, golf ball, etc.; animal textures are used to reinforce the discussion of six of the nocturnal animals in the lesson. These changes coincide and model CATEA’s recommendation for teaching “Time management techniques for breaking down complex tasks into manageable tasks.”CATEA recommends the use of “Charts and graphics to illustrate concepts.” This connects with individuals on the Autism spectrum who Grandin identifies as “visual thinkers.” 24 The PPT uses verbal language with visual support while a teacher briefly models the lessons students are expected to learn. Additionally, EI’s basic tenants of “I do it, We do it, You do it”3 reinforces the act of supplying CATEA’s recommendation of “Clear concise instructions” before asking students to complete tasks.

http://listverse.com/2010/12/12/10-animals-with-incredible-eyes/
http://listverse.com/2010/12/12/10-animals-with-incredible-eyes/
http://listverse.com/2010/12/12/10-animals-with-incredible-eyes/
http://listverse.com/2010/12/12/10-animals-with-incredible-eyes/
http://listverse.com/2010/12/12/10-animals-with-incredible-eyes/
http://listverse.com/2010/12/12/10-animals-with-incredible-eyes/
http://georgiainfo.galileo.usg.edu/images/uploads/gallery/greathornedowl1.jpg
http://georgiainfo.galileo.usg.edu/images/uploads/gallery/greathornedowl1.jpg


Hearing

Bat-eared FoxRabbit

BandicootOkapi

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visual emphasis on ears

http://www.acuteaday.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/big-eared-bandicoot.jpg
http://www.acuteaday.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/big-eared-bandicoot.jpg
http://dingo.care2.com/pictures/causes/3059/3058499.large.jpg
http://dingo.care2.com/pictures/causes/3059/3058499.large.jpg


Touch

Star-nosed Mole

American Alligator

Jerboa

Bat

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More examples of touch

http://www.visiontimes.com/uploads/2015/04/Minijerboa.jpeg
http://www.visiontimes.com/uploads/2015/04/Minijerboa.jpeg


Smell / Taste

Great Spotted KiwiSanta Catalina Island Rattlesnake

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ok



Echolocation

Greater Horseshoe Bat

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vocabulary word in title



Lateral Line System

Mexican Tetra (blind cave fish)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vocabulary word in title



Elongated Middle Finger

Aye-Aye

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vocabulary word in title

http://www.wired.com/images_blogs/wiredscience/2013/09/aye1.jpg
http://www.wired.com/images_blogs/wiredscience/2013/09/aye1.jpg


- We will play a number of different animal sounds

- When the teacher turns off the sound and gives 
the signal, whisper to your partner what animal 
you think it is.

- When the teacher gives the signal, everybody 
says the answer together

Group Activity 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Name that sound… We do it: Prompted or guided practice Providing explicit instruction in small doses then requiring students to participate keeps students in the moment and on task. The original lesson had students working alone to identify sounds and textures then record answers on their individual papers. Again, this traditional way of teaching allows for lag time due to varying writing and self-expression skills of individual learners. In the EI redesign, students are always reinforced verbally and visually while they work in teams to actively participate in group learning. Using examples and “non-examples” of correct answers allows for immediate correction of mistakes during the learning process. Traditional methods having students writing down a wrong answer to a question on a paper and then receiving the graded paper the next class allows for possible reinforcement of wrong answers if a student discusses the day’s learning with others. Having the group recite the correct answer immediately after being prompted then having time to explore why non-answers are incorrect reinforces correct content in real-time. Furthermore, giving constant opportunities for students to engage socially while learning teaches communication and interaction skills that these students could be lacking; discussed in the overview as forming the basis of ASD and ADHD diagnoses. 



Who said what?

Greater Horseshoe Bat

Rabbit

Great Horned Owl

Bat-eared FoxRattlesnake

Philippine Tarsier

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We do it.Prompted or guided practice:Guide students in performing the skill or strategy.Provide physical, verbal or visual prompts.Gradually fade scaffolding.Guide students in analyzing examples and non-examples using the critical attributes.Guide students in analyzing examples and non- examples, using the critical attributes.Guide students in identifying similar genetic adaptations for sight, hearing, touch, smell, taste and unique adaptations

http://georgiainfo.galileo.usg.edu/images/uploads/gallery/greathornedowl1.jpg
http://georgiainfo.galileo.usg.edu/images/uploads/gallery/greathornedowl1.jpg
http://listverse.com/2010/12/12/10-animals-with-incredible-eyes/
http://listverse.com/2010/12/12/10-animals-with-incredible-eyes/


- Each group of 6 students has 6 textures to feel.

- When the teacher points to a texture, everyone 
in your group feels the texture and then 
whispers to your partner which animal might 
feel like that. 

- When the teacher gives the signal, everybody 
says the answer together

Group Activity 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Feeling textures



How do you feel?

Colossal Squid

American AlligatorJerboa Bat

Mexican Tetra Great Spotted Kiwi

http://listverse.com/2010/12/12/10-animals-with-incredible-eyes/
http://listverse.com/2010/12/12/10-animals-with-incredible-eyes/
http://www.visiontimes.com/uploads/2015/04/Minijerboa.jpeg
http://www.visiontimes.com/uploads/2015/04/Minijerboa.jpeg


What are some of the genetic adaptations of 
senses for nocturnal animals?

How do sensory adaptations help nocturnal 
animals?

Let’s review the vocabulary words…

Summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus again on material that was presented in words, orally and reinforced by pictures.



• Nocturnal – active at night.

• Echolocation – using sound to “see”

• Elongated – Longer than tall.

• Lateral – horizontal lines 

• Aye-Aye - the world’s largest nocturnal primate lives in forests of Madagascar.

• Bandicoot - pointy-nosed marsupial from Australia and New Guinea.

• Great Spotted Kiwi – a flightless bird from New Zealand.

• Jerboa - small, long-tailed rodent jumps long distances with long hind legs.

• Okapi - giraffe-like mammal found in rainforests of central Africa

• Philippine Tarsier – tiny nocturnal primate that lives in forests.

What does it mean?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You do it: Unprompted practice to review critical content Ending the lesson by requiring students to pronounce each vocabulary word in unison without a verbal prompt until all students correctly pronounce the word; then asking students to raise their hands to guess the definition reinforces areas of critical learning. Prompts are excellent tools for initial learning. However, teachers need to check in to confirm that students are learning concepts individually and not “coat tailing” other students by waiting a second to respond directly after the class without actually knowing the correct answer. Homework pages which cover all of the vocabulary words, definitions and facts learned about each graphic or chart covered in the day’s lesson helps to insure that all students are actually learning every topic. 



Homework and Next Class

• Pass out homework

• Ask if anyone has questions about how to 
complete the homework

• Preview the topic and learning expectations 
for next class

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Closing of the lesson: Prepare for next class Asking for questions about the homework and introducing the topic and learning expectations for the next class continues to build on EI’s principal of scaffolding instruction and CATEA’s recommendations of teaching, “Time management techniques for breaking down complex tasks into manageable tasks.”



Discussion
Principals of Explicit instruction: Effective 
and efficient teaching

Research findings conducted by Center 
for Assistive Technology and 
Environmental Access CATEA

1. Optimize engaged time/time on task. 
The more time students are actively 
participating in instructional activities, the more 
they learn.

Discussions and directions: 
EI focuses on “active participation” by all 
students as a group for a majority of the 
instruction time.
Distraction-free environments: since all 
of the students are actively discussing the 
same topic and answering teacher’s 
questions at an accelerated pace, there is 
little time and space for distractions.

2. Promote high levels of success. 
The more successful (i.e., correct/accurate) 
students are when they engage in an 
academic task, the more they achieve.

Clear concise instructions: EI focuses on 
student success and the teacher does not 
move on to new material until all students 
perform current material correctly. The 
material is repeated with clear instructions 
until all students succeed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 ConclusionBased on my research of ASD and ADHD issues for classroom behavior and barriers to learning and a review of DI, di and EI methodology; I believe that it is possible to develop general education lessons that, in theory, better assist special education classmates. It appears that with training in EI methods, teachers could relatively easily change existing lessons into EI format. What remains unconfirmed is how beneficial these adaptations would be for ASD and ADHD students. I believe I have proposed an interesting question that, in light of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) being the fastest-growing developmental disability, affecting 1 in 68 children and costing $11.5 billion - $60.9 billion a year (2011 US dollars) – 29-83% of people with autism also Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), 14 deserves further study to empower these students.



Discussion
Principals of Explicit instruction: Effective 
and efficient teaching

Research findings conducted by Center 
for Assistive Technology and 
Environmental Access CATEA

3. Increase content coverage. 
The more academic content covered 
effectively and efficiently, the greater potential 
for student learning.

Charts and graphics to illustrate 
concepts; Vocabulary lists; Study 
guides: EI uses vocabulary lists, charts and 
graphics (illustrations in books) to help 
students focus on the content that is most 
important and has the greatest potential for 
reuse in the future.

4. Have students spend more time in 
instructional groups. 
The more time students participate in teacher-
led, skill-level groups versus one-to-one 
teaching or seatwork activities, the more 
instruction they receive, and the more they
learn.

This area was not addressed by the 
research findings, but as discussed in the 
Overview of ASD and ADHD, students with 
these disorders have difficulty in 
communication and interaction with other 
people. Constant group work and 
partnering can teach these students 
valuable social skills.



Discussion
Principals of Explicit instruction: Effective 
and efficient teaching

Research findings conducted by Center 
for Assistive Technology and 
Environmental Access CATEA

5. Scaffold instruction. 
Providing support, structure, and guidance 
during instruction promotes academic success, 
and systematic fading of this support 
encourages students to become more 
independent learners.

Time management techniques for 
breaking down complex tasks into 
manageable tasks: EI uses a repetitive 
scaffolding approach where new skills are 
only introduced when previous skills are 
mastered. New skills always build on 
previous skills.

6. Address different forms of knowledge. 
The ability to strategically use academic skills 
and knowledge often requires students to 
know different sorts of information at differing 
levels: the declarative level (what something is, 
factual information), the procedural level (how 
something is done or performed), and the 
conditional level (when and where to use the
skill).

Graphic organizers with which to 
visualize connections and relationships: 
the structure of an EI lesson begins with 
the What (goal of the lesson), How (a 
review of critical necessary skills) and Why 
(the relevance of the skills to be learned in 
the lesson). Acknowledgement of 
connections and relationships is an integral 
part of EI.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Implications for Further ResearchIt would be interesting to develop a study where the original “Nocturnal Animal” curriculum and EI redesigned version could be taught to evaluate which curriculum was more effective for general education students and those with ASD and ADHD. Success of either program would not be solely based on acquisition of knowledge for ASD and ADHD students. Time focused on task, ability to interact with classmates in groups, ability to verbalize thoughts and amount of time spent distracting the rest of the class by acting out would also be important measures. As mentioned in the overview of ASD and ADHD, these are often critical barriers to learning progress in school for students with these diagnoses.
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